Meet GRASP Alumna Kayla Wright

In what field of study is your college degree? I have a Bachelor of Arts degree in communication, technology, and culture.

What is the best thing GRASP has done for you? GRASP was always available to me. It’s hard when you’re overwhelmed and need someone to talk to, and GRASP was always a phone call away.

What are you doing now? I [initially worked] for FOX Richmond as a Master Control Operator. I am currently a Catering Sales and Marketing Associate at Atlas 42.

What one piece of educational advice would you give to high school students? Build connections and relationships while in school. Those around you will be your biggest supporters.

What is the biggest life challenge you faced relative to your educational path? The biggest life challenge was deciding if I would get my master's or not. College was so fun, yet so
challenging! The biggest challenges I’ve ever experienced, actually. Did I want to go through that again? I’m still deciding, but I’m leaning more towards YES. It’s never too late.
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